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Ferroelectric materials are characterized by spontaneous polar distortions. The behavior of such
distortions in the presence of free charge is the key to the physics of metallized ferroelectrics in
particular, and of structurally-polar metals more generally. Using first-principles simulations, here
we show that polar distortions resist metallization and the attendant suppression of long-range
dipolar interactions in the vast majority of a sample of eleven representative ferroelectrics. We
identify a novel meta-screening effect, occurring in the doped compounds as a consequence of the
charge rearrangements associated to electrostatic screening, as the main factor determining the
survival of a non-centrosymmetric phase. Our findings advance greatly our understanding of the
essentials of structurally-polar metals, and offer guidelines on the behavior of ferroelectrics upon
field-effect charge injection or proximity to conductive device elements.

I. INTRODUCTION13

In many materials, spontaneous structural distortions14

occur that break the inversion symmetry of a parent cen-15

trosymmetric (CS) structure. These are usually named16

polar distortions (PDs), since they enable the existence17

of non-zero polar-vector observables, such as spontaneous18

electric polarization. Ferroelectrics (FEs) display just19

such a PD and consequently possess a spontaneous po-20

larization. By definition [1], in a FE polarization must21

be switchable by an external field (non-switchable polar-22

ized materials do exist, named pyroelectrics [2]). Because23

of this requirement, ferroelectrics should be insulators or24

semiconductors, as opposed to metals, so that they can25

be acted upon with an external bias. However, it is not a26

priori obvious that the insulating character itself is nec-27

essary for a PD to occur: could it not [3] happen in a28

metal?29

Our general understanding of basic ferroelectric phe-30

nomena – largely based on empirical [1, 4] and early31

first-principles [5–8] studies of perovskite oxides such as32

BaTiO3, PbTiO3, or KNbO3 – centers on the role of elec-33

trostatic dipole-dipole couplings as the driving force of34

the long-range polar order. As a result, free carriers and35

the attendant electrostatic screening are usually regarded36

as incompatible with the existence of PDs. Hence, at37

least among perovskite oxides [9], non-centrosymmetric38

metals (NCSMs) are usually deemed exotic. This view-39

point has been supported by theoretical work on BaTiO340

[10, 11], whose results seem to be taken as a general rule.41

NCSMs are currently a hot topic for obvious reasons of42

fundamental understanding, but also because of the pos-43

sible occurrence of quantum phenomena in the context of44

superconductivity [12, 13], and of course their technolog-45

ical relevance to devices involving conductive and FE ele-46

ments. Indeed, considerable efforts [14–17] are currently47

focused on the experimental discovery and first-principles48

prediction of NCSM compounds, and are yielding exper-49

imental [14], and very recently theoretical [9, 15, 18–20],50

results that question the common wisdom that metal-51

lization is incompatible with the occurrence of a PD. For52

example, first-principles studies have recently suggested53

that the PD of materials like PbTiO3 and BiFeO3 is not54

strongly affected by the presence of free carriers [18–20].55

Further, some of us took advantage of the chemical ori-56

gin of ferroelectricity in Bi-based compounds to predict a57

switchable polar order in Bi5Ti5O17, a layered perovskite58

that is metallic [15]. A careful examination and rational-59

ization of the compatibility between PDs and free carriers60

is thus certainly warranted, both to butress our funda-61

mental understanding and to suggest practical routes to62

obtain NCSMs, for example by the metallization of a63

known ferroelectric compound (e.g., by suitable chemical64

doping or field-effect charge injection).65

Here we analyse the effect of doping on PDs by study-66

ing from first principles a collection of diverse and rep-67

resentative FE materials. We find that the PD coexists68

with metallicity in most of the considered compounds.69

We discuss the atomistic interactions responsible for the70

observed behaviors, revealing a largely universal meta-71

screening effect that favors polar distortions upon dop-72

ing. As a by-product of our work, we obtain obvious73

prescriptions to obtain FE materials that should yield74

non-centrosymmetric metals upon doping. Other impli-75

cations of our results – e.g., as regards hyperferroelectric76

effects – are also briefly discussed.77
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II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION78

We consider a total of 11 ferroelectric compounds that79

represent different families owing their FE order to differ-80

ent physical and chemical mechanisms. More specifically,81

we have LiNbO3 (LNO), several perovskites (BaTiO3 or82

BTO, KNbO3 or KNO, PbTiO3 or PTO, BiFeO3 or BFO,83

BaMnO3 or BMO, and BiAlO3 or BAO) and layered per-84

ovskites (La2Ti2O7 or LTO227, Sr2Nb2O7 or SNO227,85

and Ca3Ti2O7 or CTO327), and a (001)-oriented super-86

lattice formed by LaFeO3 and YFeO3 perovskite layers87

that are one unit cell thick (LFO/YFO). Beyond these,88

we also consider other paraelectric perovskite compounds89

(LaAlO3 or LAO), and even metals (Cr and V) and Zintl90

semiconductors (KSnSb or KSS), to run additional calcu-91

lations that aid our discussion. Most of our calculations92

take the ground state structure of these materials, which93

in all cases is known from the literature, as a starting94

point to study their behavior upon doping. In a few cases95

we consider (or identify) additional phases that are stabi-96

lized upon doping, and which we introduce in due course.97

Further details on our calculations are in Appendix A.98

A. Polar distortions under doping99

We begin by discussing the behavior of PDs in our sam-100

ple of FE compounds as a function of doping. We adopt101

the convention that a positive carrier density ρfree corre-102

sponds to extra electrons (i.e., n-doping), while negative103

ρfree values indicate hole (p-) doping. We relax all struc-104

tures as a function of carrier concentration, and monitor105

the evolution of the PD normalized to its value in the106

undoped case (see Appendix A for details).107

In Fig. 1(a) we present the results obtained under the108

constraint that the unit cell volume be fixed and equal to109

the value obtained in the undoped case. In Fig. 1(b) we110

show instead the corresponding data when a full volume111

relaxation is permitted. Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) display the112

same qualitative behavior; the distinction is relevant for113

reasons to be discussed below.114

Figure 1 yields one clear main message: the PDs sur-115

vive metallization in the vast majority of the considered116

FE compounds. The PDs are unaffected or reinforced117

in materials in which ferroelectricity is mainly driven by118

chemical or steric effects (as in PbTiO3, BiFeO3, BiAlO3,119

and LiNbO3), caused by a particular lattice topology or120

geometry (as in La2Ti2O7 and Sr2Ti2O7 [21]), or an im-121

proper effect triggered by a different primary order pa-122

rameter (as in Ca3Ti2O7 [22, 23] and LaFeO3/YFeO3123

[24, 25] superlattices). In fact, in our doping range, the124

PD disappears only for BTO, BMO and KNO under n-125

doping – and even then, it does take quite some free126

charge (well above 1021 cm−3) to kill it.127

In our description (see also Appendix A) of doping,128

charge localization, e.g. into narrow gap states, is ex-129

cluded since we work with perfect crystals, the periodic130

unit being that of the undoped compound. Hence, the131
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FIG. 1. Calculated magnitude of the polar distortion as a
function of doping with electrons (ρfree > 0) and holes (ρfree <
0). Panel (a) shows the results when we impose the volume of
the undoped solution be preserved upon doing, while panel (b)
shows the results when the volume is allowed to relax. The
cell shape is always allowed to relax. The polar distortion
is quantified as described in the text, and normalized, for
each considered compound, to its value in the undoped case.
Note that, for perovskite oxides with a 5-atom formula unit
(henceforth f.u.), ρfree = 0.1 |e|/f.u. corresponds to a charge
density of about 1.5× 1021 cm−3. e is the electron charge.

doping charges occupy itinerant Bloch states at the con-132

duction band bottom (electrons) or valence band top133

(holes), as illustrated by the density of states of BaTiO3134

in Fig. 2, which is representative of all materials.135

B. Screening and interactions under doping136

To better understand how doping affects the PD, we137

inspect the effect of the carriers on the relevant inter-138

atomic interactions. We specifically analyse the behavior139

of BTO, BMO, PTO, and BFO, four perovskites that140

share some similarities, but also present key differences.141

For example, in both BTO and BMO the PD is mainly142

driven by the off centering of the B cations, and is known143

to rely strongly on dipole-dipole interactions [7, 26, 27].144

However, Ti4+ has a 3d0 electronic configuration, while145

Mn4+ presents a 3d3 state; hence, the doping electrons146

and holes occupy different types of orbitals in these two147

compounds. On the other hand, BFO is a material in148

which the (very large) PD is driven by the A cation and149

has a widely accepted chemical origin (Bi3+’s lone pair)150
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FIG. 2. Partial density of states of BaTiO3 under dop-
ing. We show the results for n-doping [ρfree = 0.05 |e|/f.u.,
panel (a)], the undoped case [panel (b)], and p-doping [ρfree =
−0.05 |e|/f.u., panel (c)]. The Fermi level is chosen as zero of
energy in all cases.

[28, 29]. Finally, PTO is a material that shares features151

of BTO (Ti4+ in a 3d0 state, with large dipole-dipole152

interactions) and BFO (Pb2+’s lone pair).153

1. BaTiO3: raw results154

We first focus on BTO, the material where the PD155

is the least robust of all. To visualize the interactions156

responsible for the FE instability of BTO, we run the157

following simulations. We consider the long supercell158

sketched in Fig. 3(a), which comprises 1×1×20 elemental159

5-atom units, with the atoms in their high-symmetry (cu-160

bic phase) positions. Then, we displace by 0.05 Å along161

z the Ti atom in the first cell, noting that, because we162

work with a periodically-repeated supercell, this amounts163

to creating an array of xy planes of z-polarized dipoles,164

separated by 19 unit cells (about 76 Å) from each other.165

Then we compute the forces, considering the undoped166

case as well as representative doping values. The results167

are summarized in Figs. 4, 5, and 6.168

2. Undoped BaTiO3169

In the undoped case, we find that the force acting on170

the displaced Ti atom is large and negative. This is a171

restoring force resulting from two types of interactions:172

b

......
10 unit cells 9 unit cells

20 unit cells

x

y z

a

Ba   Ti   O(1,2)  O(3)

FIG. 3. Panel (a) shows a sketch of the supercell used to in-
vestigate the response of doped BaTiO3 to a plane of dipoles
created by displacing Ti atoms along z. Atoms types, coordi-
nates, and other elements mentioned in the text are indicated.
In panel (b) we sketch the dipole field created by a displaced
Ti atom, to stress the simultaneous occurrence of parallel lon-
gitudinal interactions and anti-parallel lateral ones.

one, short-range repulsive couplings between the Ti and173

its neighboring oxygens; two, long-range interactions be-174

tween dipoles within the z ≈ 2 Å plane, as well as with175

their periodic images. As sketched in Fig. 3, the lat-176

eral interactions between the dipoles in a given xy plane177

favor an antipolar order, i.e., they add to the restoring178

force acting on our displaced Ti. In particular, by per-179

forming the corresponding Ewald sum, we estimate this180

dipole-dipole contribution to be about −0.35 eV/Å in181

the present case, which is about 25 % of the total force182

of −1.37 eV/Å obtained in our calculation. (The domi-183

nant interactions are those between dipoles in the same184

plane; the coupling with periodic-image dipole planes is185

very small.)186

If we now move to the two apical oxygens [labeled O(3)187

in Fig. 3] that lie closest to the displaced Ti, we find rela-188

tively large and positive forces acting on them. If we try189

to understand such forces as the result of short- and long-190

range interactions, it becomes apparent that they must191

be dominated by the former kind. Note that the positive192

dipoles created by the plane of displaced Ti atoms yield193

a net positive electric field on these O(3) oxygens, which194

should result in negative dipole-dipole forces. (The rele-195

vant dynamical charges are 7.73 |e| for Ti and −6.15 |e|196

for O(3).) Hence, the computed positive forces must thus197

be the result of a stronger and repulsive short-range in-198

teraction between the Ti and O(3) atoms; this interaction199
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FIG. 4. Forces occurring in response to the plane of dipoles
in BaTiO3. We create the dipole plane by displacing along z
the Ti atoms located at z ≈ 2 Å, marked with a black dot-
ted line. Results are shown for different doping levels, and
we mark with dashed lines the TiO2 planes within the re-
gions in which screening charges accumulate (see text). We
show the forces acting on Ba [panel (a)], Ti [panel (b)], O(1)
and O(2) [panel (c)], and O(3) [panel (d)] atoms. For all
atoms, the x and y components of the force are zero by sym-
metry; hence, we only show the z component. We use arrows
to highlight forces associated to especially important inter-
actions (see text). Note that we use lines to guide the eye,
except for the data points at z ≈ 2 Å in panels (b) and (c),
to aid visibility.
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FIG. 5. Changes in the electrostatic potential, as computed
for BaTiO3 under different doping levels, and associated to
the Ti displacement that creates a plane of dipoles. The cases
shown correspond to those of Fig. 4. We plot the difference
potential ∆V (z) = Vdist(z) − Vcubic(z), obtained by compar-
ing the result for the ideal cubic lattice (Vcubic) with the one
obtained in presence of the Ti distortion (Vdist). Relevant
TiO2 planes are marked as in Fig. 4. To plot these potential
differences, we perform an in-plane average of the results from
our simulations, but no average along the z direction.

can be seen as tending to preserve an optimal Ti–O(3)200

distance. Note also that the force computed for the O(3)201

on the left of the displaced Ti is different from that of202

the O(3) on the right; this is quite natural, as these two203

O(3) atoms are not related by symmetry in the distorted204

configuration; in fact, this difference reflects anharmonic205

interactions that have an effect even though the consid-206

ered displacement of the Ti atom (0.05 Å) is relatively207

small.208

As regards the equatorial oxygens [O(1) and O(2)] that209

are nearest neighbors from the displaced Ti, the obtained210

positive forces are not a surprise, as both short-range211

(which will tend to preserve the optimum Ti–O(1) dis-212

tance in the cubic phase) and long-range (the dipole field213

in the xy dipole plane is negative) interactions give a pos-214

itive contribution. [In this case, the relevant dynamical215

charge for O(1) and O(2) is about −2.15 |e|.] As regards216

the Ba atoms, we obtain relative small forces that we do217

not discuss here.218

Interestingly, none of the forces just mentioned, which219

act on atoms close to the dipole plane, tends to stabi-220

lize the polar distortion. Indeed, they are all restoring221

forces, and it seems safe to interpret them as dominated222

by short-range (repulsive) couplings favoring the high-223

symmetry cubic structure. (Short-range interactions are224

indeed often mentioned in the literature as detrimental225

to ferroelectricity in BTO [5].) However, the situation226

changes drastically for atoms far from the dipole plane.227

For those, we obtain finite forces saturating to a non-228

zero value at around 8 Å from the displaced Ti: in that229

region, we observe positive forces of about 0.06 eV/Å230

and 0.02 eV/Å acting on the Ti and Ba atoms, re-231
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FIG. 6. Electronic rearrangement associated to the electro-
static screening in BaTiO3, as occurring in our supercell simu-
lations imposing a plane of dipoles, for different doping levels.
The cases shown correspond to those of Fig. 4. We plot the
difference density ∆ρ(z) = ρdist(z) − ρcubic(z), obtained by
comparing the result for the ideal cubic lattice (ρcubic) with
the one obtained in presence of the Ti distortion that creates
the plane of dipoles (ρdist). Relevant TiO2 planes are marked
as in Fig. 4. To plot these electronic density differences, we
perform a macroscopic average (using a window of 1.9 Å along
the z direction) of the raw results from our simulations.

spectively; and negative forces of about −0.02 eV/Å232

and −0.05 eV/Å, respectively, acting on the O(1,2) and233

O(3) anions. Such forces are the result of the quasi-234

homogeneous field that the xy dipole planes create in the235

intermediate region of the supercell; as shown in Supple-236

mentary Note 1 and Fig. 1, they can be easily recov-237

ered from the potential (Fig. 5) and dynamical charges238

obtained from our simulations. (By performing the cor-239

responding Ewald sums [30] for our periodic planes of240

spaced dipoles, we checked explicitly that, for the situ-241

ation here considered, a nearly constant field must in-242

deed appear in the intermediate regions. As the separa-243

tion between dipole planes increases, the field develops244

small spatial inhomogeneities and eventually decays to245

zero away from the dipole planes.) These dipole-dipole246

forces push the cations and anions to move against each247

other, and thus tend to stabilize a PD. Hence, this is a248

manifestation of the dipole-dipole interactions responsi-249

ble for the PD of ferroelectrics like BTO. From a related250

perspective, since there is no free charge, the equilibrium251

state of the material should satisfy the Maxwell relation252

for the electric displacement field ∇·D = ρfree = 0. Thus253

the computed forces in the intermediate regions capture254

the response of the compound aiming at an homogeneous255

state of constant Dz when a dipole plane is created.256

3. Doped BaTiO3: electrostatic screening257

Let us now discuss the results obtained under doping.258

One obvious difference with the undoped case is that the259

forces vanish in the regions away from the dipole plane.260

Correspondingly, as shown in Fig. 5, the computed po-261

tential is flat in those areas. Hence, as expected, the pres-262

ence of dopants, positive or negative, renders a metallic263

system and permits the screening of the dipole-dipole in-264

teractions. Naturally, this effect goes against the onset265

of a PD.266

We can appreciate how the screening comes about by267

comparing the DFT results for the non-polar (cubic) and268

polar (Ti-displaced) structures, as shown in Fig. 6. For269

example, our results for n-doping show that an excess of270

electrons appears in a region within 8 Å to the right of271

the xy dipole plane, while an excess of holes occurs in a272

region of about 12 Å on the left side.273

The fact that these two regions are not symmetric274

makes physical sense: In the cubic structure, the n-275

dopants occupy the Ti-3d levels, and distribute homo-276

geneously throughout the supercell. Upon displacement277

of the Ti atom at z ≈ 2 Å, we essentially have a transfer278

of mobile electrons from the Ti’s on the left of the dipole279

plane to the Ti’s on the right side of it. Since the dop-280

ing level is low, the amount of mobile electrons available281

in the left-side Ti’s is small, and a relatively large num-282

ber of atoms are required to provide sufficient charges; in283

contrast, there are plenty of empty 3d orbitals in the Ti’s284

on the right, and the excess electrons can be accommo-285

dated in a relative small number of atoms. In the case of286

p-doping [Fig. 6(b)] we observe the same kind of electron287

depletion (on the left) and accumulation (on the right),288

and a similarly efficient electrostatic screening (Fig. 4);289

yet, the details are different, reflecting the different or-290

bitals involved in the charge redistribution. Indeed, in291

this case the left-side electron donors are O-2p orbitals,292

and it is also O-2p orbitals that mainly receive electrons293

on the right.294

In accordance with these findings, we observe that elec-295

trostatic screening reduces the restoring force on the dis-296

placed Ti, as a result of the reduced lateral dipole-dipole297

interactions within the dipole plane. As Fig. 4 shows, the298

decrease of the on-site repulsive force is of the order of299

our ideal estimate of it (i.e., about 0.35 eV/Å). Therefore,300

in this specific regard, screening favors the occurrence of301

the polar distortion.302

Finally, let us note that we observe a more efficient303

screening –with accumulation and depletion regions that304

tend to get narrower– upon increasing the density of305

dopants (see Figs. 4 and 6), as expected for a greater306

abundance of mobile carriers.307
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4. Doped BaTiO3: short-range effects, meta-screening308

Understandably, most discussions of free-carrier effects309

in the ferroelectrics literature focus on the suppression of310

the long-range electrostatic interactions. However, our311

results reveal another important – even dominant – effect312

in the doped materials, one that is largely independent313

of the doping type. It is a short-range, screening-related314

effect that we term meta-screening, which enhances the315

tendency of the material to display polar distortions.316

Compared to the undoped ones, the doped systems317

exhibit (Figs. 4 and 6) significantly modified forces on318

atoms close to the dipole planes. These changes happen319

concurrently with the accumulation of screening electrons320

and holes (e.g., in the regions marked in Figs. 4 and 6),321

and follow their variation in width as a function of dop-322

ing. For atoms in those regions, the forces in the undoped323

case had an obvious electrostatic character. But, surpris-324

ingly, such forces become significantly stronger upon dop-325

ing, e.g., increasing by a factor of two, from 0.15 eV/Å326

to about 0.35 eV/Å for ρ= ±0.01 |e|/f.u. on the Ti’s327

marked with horizontal arrows in Fig. 4(b). Since the328

dipole-dipole interactions essentially vanish in the doped329

case, these stronger forces have a different origin, and fall330

within the general category of short-range interactions.331

This effect is associated to the electrostatic screening,332

since it occurs in response to the spatial modulation of333

the accumulated screening charge (almost irrespective of334

its sign) around the dipole plane; yet, it clearly tran-335

scends the screening of long-range dipolar couplings. We336

thus term it meta-screening, i.e., occurring along with,337

but beyond, normal screening.338

While a complete discussion of this meta-screening will339

require further work, its central features lend themselves340

to simple interpretations. For example, upon doping, the341

forces acting on the apical O(3) closest to the displaced342

Ti [marked with arrows in Fig. 4(d)] are positive and sig-343

nificantly smaller than in the undoped case. Hence, it344

appears that we see in action the repulsive interactions345

invoked above to rationalize these forces in absence of346

doping. However, in the doped cases, the accumulation347

of electrons in the Ti at z'6 Å may itself repel the O(3)348

anion at z'4 Å and result in a smaller positive force349

than in the undoped case; similarly, the accumulation of350

holes in the Ti at z' −2 Å may attract the negatively351

charged O(3) at z = 0 and result in relatively small pos-352

itive force acting on that oxygen. Such considerations353

apply as well to the forces obtained for the Ti atoms in354

the immediate vicinity of the dipole plane [marked with355

horizontal green arrows in Fig. 4(b)]. The one on the356

right is strongly populated with screening electrons; the357

obtained positive force would tend to separate it from358

the displaced Ti, thus expanding the lattice as required359

to accommodate such an electron excess. The one on the360

left is in an electron-depleted region, and the obtained361

positive force would tend to shrink the lattice on that362

side. Interestingly, this interpretation is consistent with363

the doping-driven pressure-like effects reported below.364

Now it is important to note that the largest effects365

observed – especially those pertaining to the Ti atoms366

closest to the dipole plane – tend to favor the onset of367

a PD parallel to the imposed dipoles. Indeed, in the368

accumulation and depletion regions, the computed forces369

are positive on the cations and negative on the oxygens,370

and will yield a PD that is qualitatively similar to the371

FE mode of undoped BTO. It is tempting to interpret372

the forces obtained under doping as a consequence of373

imperfect screening, and a signature of how the material374

tries to reduce the inhomogeneity in the displacement375

field via a PD. However, as emphasized above, such an376

electrostatic effect should be strongest in the undoped377

compound, while we find the largest PD-favoring short-378

range forces in the doped cases.379

Hence, we conclude that the dominant mechanism380

causing the strongest changes in the short-range forces381

under doping is a local lattice response accommodating382

the screening electrons and holes. Incidentally, the simi-383

larity between the meta-screening-induced relaxation and384

BTO’s soft FE mode – both of which are essentially char-385

acterized by the relative displacement of Ti-O(3) pairs –386

is not surprising: upon a local perturbation (i.e., our im-387

posed dipole planes), the lattice response will typically388

be dominated by the lowest-energy distortions that be-389

come activated by the perturbation; in our case, such390

distortions are the soft polar modes, which continue to391

be rather low in energy in BTO even upon doping (this392

is obvious from Fig. 7(a), discussed below).393

In summary, we have evidence for a previously unno-394

ticed, short-range meta-screening effect, which is a by-395

product of the electronic screening and favors polar dis-396

tortions for both n- and p-doping. As shown below, meta-397

screening occurs in all the considered perovskite oxides,398

hence it is likely to be a general phenomenon.399

5. Soft modes under doping400

To address the (in)stability of cubic BTO against po-401

lar distortions and its dependence on doping, we com-402

pute the force-constant matrix at the Γ-point (Brillouin403

zone center) via standard finite-displacement methods in404

our 1×1×20 supercell. We focus on the z-polarized in-405

stability, and displace the atoms by 0.01 Å from their406

ideal cubic positions. The Γ-point force-constant matrix407

is trivially derived from the computed forces by a su-408

percell average. While the same Γ-point matrix can be409

easily obtained in the 5-atom BTO unit cell, using the410

long supercell we can monitor the various interactions in411

real space, and modify them by hand to test their indi-412

vidual effects. Note also that this force-constant matrix413

yields the zone-center dynamical matrix just by intro-414

ducing suitable mass factors. Any soft-mode instability415

of the cubic structure results in both matrices having (at416

least) one negative eigenvalue, corresponding to a nega-417

tive force constant (energy curvature) in the former case,418

and to an imaginary frequency in the latter.419
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Figure 7(a) shows our basic result, i.e., the evolution420

of the force constant (or stiffness) of the soft polar mode,421

κsoft, as a function of doping. As expected, we find that422

electron doping eliminates the polar instability at ρfree ≈423

0.045 |e|/f.u., which roughly agrees with the results in424

Fig. 1. [Slight quantitative differences are due to volume425

effects, because in Fig. 7 we work with the optimized426

undoped cubic cell, while in Fig. 1 we optimize the cell427

of the polar structure.] In contrast, the polar instability428

survives when the doping is with holes. Let us stress that429

our supercell calculations only involve displacements of430

atoms in the unit cell at the origin, so the settings are431

identical (except for the use of smaller displacements, to432

make sure we are in the harmonic regime) to those used433

in the dipole-plane simulations described above. Hence,434

all the electronic effects discussed earlier in this paper are435

obviously active in the simulations, and contribute to the436

obtained evolution of κsoft.437

We have seen above that the long-range dipole-dipole438

interactions – well-established to be the driving force for439

ferroelectricity in undoped BTO – are all but gone as440

soon as some dopants are introduced in the material. It441

is thus surprising that doped BTO retains a polar soft442

mode in some doping ranges. Incomplete electrostatic443

screening might be a tempting explanation for the case444

of small n-doping, but it most certainly does not apply445

to the results for large p-doping. Instead, it seems more446

reasonable to turn our attention to the meta-screening447

effects revealed above as a possible origin for the observed448

behavior. Let us focus on the most obvious one, i.e.,449

the strong coupling between first-nearest-neighboring Ti450

atoms that renders the very large forces marked with451

green horizontal arrows in Fig. 4(b). To test whether such452

an interaction may explain the polar instability in doped453

BTO, we run the following computational experiment.454

The Γ-point force-constant matrix φij and the soft po-455

lar mode ûsoft,i obtained from its diagonalization satisfy456

κsoft =
∑
ij

ûsoft,iφij ûsoft,j (1)

where i and j run over the atoms in the unit cell and spa-457

tial directions, and κsoft is the soft-mode force constant,458

depicted in Fig. 7(a). Naturally, all these quantities de-459

pend implicitly on ρfree. We now test how the stiffness460

constant of the soft mode changes if we modify some461

key interactions. To do this, we construct a new force-462

constant matrix φ′ij that is identical to φij except that we463

impose the coupling between first-nearest-neighboring Ti464

atoms be always that of the undoped case, independently465

of the doping level. We thus remove the most prominent466

meta-screening effect revealed above. The modified stiff-467

ness468

κ′soft =
∑
ij

ûsoft,iφ
′
ij ûsoft,j (2)

469 is shown as function of doping in Fig. 7(a) (dashed red 
470 lines). It is obvious that once the meta-screening ef-
471 fect is removed, BTO instantly looses its polar instability 
472 upon doping, irrespective of the sign of the extra charges. 
473 Hence, the meta-screening effect is the driving force for 
474 the polar instability of doped BTO.
475 Note that in the past – e.g., in the important work 
476 of Wang et al. [11] –, short-range forces have generally 
477 been assumed to be independent of doping. Based on this 
478 (incorrect) assumption, it is most natural to attribute the 
479 persistence of the PD in metallized BTO to the action of 
480 screened, but strong enough, Coulomb interactions. Our 
481 present results clearly show that this is not the case. 482 

There is a clear p-n asymmetry in Fig. 7(a), evidenced
483 e.g. by the slope discontinuity of κsoft around ρfree = 0. 
484 This is a direct consequence of the existence of a band gap 
485 in the material, and of the different character of the states 
486 occupied by the doping electrons (Ti’s 3d) and holes (O’s 
487 2p). Further, while the meta-screening effect is sufficient 
488 to preserve the polar instability in p-doped BTO in this 
489 range, it is overcome by some other interaction in the 
490 n-doped compound, where the PD eventually disappears 
491 (κsoft > 0 for ρfree > 0.045 |e|/f.u.). The largest and 
492 most relevant differences between n- and p-doping do not
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pertain to electrostatic screening, which is very efficient493

in both cases and causes similar meta-screening effects.494

Instead, the greatest differences pertain to the shortest-495

range interactions; most importantly, the results in Fig. 4496

show that the restoring forces are systematically weaker497

for p-doping.498

This result can be understood by recalling the usual499

picture of the Ti–O electronic hybridizations in BTO,500

which emphasizes the key role of second-order Jahn-501

Teller effects to permit the FE distortion of this ma-502

terial. In essence, the energy of the compound can be503

reduced by the hybridization of (empty) Ti-3d and (oc-504

cupied) O-2p states, which is prompted by the onset of505

the PD and associated reduction of the Ti–O(3) distance.506

Additional electrons would tend to occupy the empty or-507

bitals above the band gap, and thus increase the energy508

significantly; in contrast, additional holes would occupy509

filled valence states, and result in a relatively moderate510

energy increase. Hence, it naturally follows that short-511

range restoring (repulsive) forces will be stronger for the512

n-doping case, which is consistent with the observed sup-513

pression of the PD only upon electron doping.514

To test the effect of these different forces, we run an-515

other computational experiment along the lines of the one516

just described. We construct modified force-constant ma-517

trices φ′′ij in the following way: For a certain n-doping (p-518

doping) given by ρfree, we substitute the self-interaction519

of the Ti atom [responsible for the largest restoring force,520

marked with a gray arrow in Fig. 4(b)] by the value ob-521

tained for the corresponding p-doping (n-doping). We522

thus obtain a second modified stiffness κ′′soft; the results523

are in Fig. 7(a), green dotted lines. We observe a notable524

degradation of the polar instability under p-doping, and525

a sizable strengthening upon n-doping. (The irregular526

behavior of κ′′soft near ρfree = 0 reflects the qualitatively527

different effects of n- and p-doping on the short-range528

interactions, due to the band gap. Similarly, the occur-529

rence of a minimum of κ′′soft for ρfree 6= 0 is a by-product530

of the artificial way in which we construct φ′′ij , and not531

worth discussing.) These results thus indicate that the532

main difference between electron and hole doping lies in533

their effect on the short-range repulsive couplings.534

6. Other materials535

Having discussed in detail BTO’s case, our findings for536

BMO, PTO and BFO are easy to present. Figure 8 sum-537

marizes the results from our supercell simulations with538

imposed dipole planes, which we create by displacing Ti539

and Pb atoms in the case of PTO [panels (b) and (c),540

respectively], Bi atoms in the case of BFO [panel (d)],541

and Mn atoms in the case of BMO [panel (e)]. We also542

include in panel (a) the results for BTO, for an easier543

comparison. Remarkably, the computed forces exhibit544

the same essential features discussed above for BTO.545

Most importantly, we emphasize that meta-screening,546

i.e. the enhancement of short-range interactions upon547

doping, occurs in all the considered materials, and is thus548

very likely to be a general phenomenon. Moreover, in549

all cases, meta-screening favors again polar distortions.550

(Figure 8 shows positive forces on the key cations; the551

forces on the oxygens, not shown here, are negative.)552

To drive this point home, we show in Fig. 7(b) three553

versions of the stiffness constant of the soft mode of PTO554

as a function of doping. Similarly to BTO, we present the555

stiffness κsoft obtained from the Γ-point force-constant556

matrix, along with two other quantities: one is κ′soft(Pb),557

obtained from Eq. (2) for the same matrix, except for558

the strongest meta-screening forces acting on Pb ions559

[marked with arrows in Fig. 8(c)] being replaced by the560

corresponding values in the undoped case. If we also simi-561

larly modify the forces acting on the Ti ions [marked with562

arrows in Fig. 8(b)] we obtain by the same procedure a563

third stiffness variant, κ′soft(Pb&Ti). Essentially, when564

the system is purged of the meta-screening couplings the565

soft modes are much less soft, i.e. their force constants566

are much less negative, in accordance with our previous567

conclusion that meta-screening is the main driver of the568

permanence of PDs in doped FEs.569

We should note that, from the evidence at hand, we570

cannot tell whether the meta-screening mechanism is a571

necessary condition for the PD to occur in a compound572

like PTO. To elucidate that question, we would need an573

accurate quantification of the meta-screening contribu-574

tion to the forces, so that such effects can be clearly disen-575

tangled from other (steric/chemical) factors. This poses576

an interesting and non-trivial challenge to electronic-577

structure theory, and remains for future work.578

The results in Fig. 8 offer other interesting insights.579

For example, it is apparent that the restoring forces are580

relatively small for the Pb2+ (in PTO) and Bi3+ (in581

BFO) cations, and relatively large for Ti4+ (in both BTO582

and PTO) and Mn4+ (in BMO). We think this difference583

can be partly attributed to the stereochemical activity of584

Pb2+ and Bi3+’s lone pairs, which tends to compensate585

the electronic repulsion between ionic cores.586

It is also interesting to note that the restoring force587

acting on the displaced Mn4+ (3d3) cation in BMO is588

significantly smaller than that on displaced Ti4+ (3d0)589

cation in both BTO and PTO. This may seem at odds590

with the usual view that empty 3d orbitals are indispens-591

able for B-site driven ferroelectricity to occur. Yet, one592

should note that, as regards the possibility that a Mn4+
593

cation in an O6 environment drives ferroelectricity, the594

most relevant 3d orbitals are those with eg symmetry,595

which are directed towards the oxygen anions and are596

empty in this case. Hence, ferroelectricity in BMO should597

not be penalized by strong repulsive forces associated to598

the Mn4+-3d3 configuration [27, 31]. Having said this, to599

explain why the restoring forces acting on BMO’s Mn4+
600

cation are significantly smaller than those obtained for601

BTO’s Ti4+, we probably should resort to simple steric602

arguments. Indeed, the ionic radii of Ti4+ and Mn4+ in603

an octahedral O6 environment are 0.605 Å and 0.53 Å,604

respectively [32]; then, noting that BTO and BMO share605
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the same A-site cation, size considerations suggest that606

it will be easier for the smaller Mn4+ to move off-center,607

which is clearly consistent with the relatively weak restor-608

ing force obtained in our calculations.609

Finally, let us remark the striking similarity between610

our results for the Ti forces in BTO [Fig. 8(a)] and the611

corresponding ones in PTO [Fig. 8(b)]; this suggests that612

interactions between same atom pairs are relatively unaf-613

fected by the different chemical environment in different614

perovskite oxides, an observation that is in line with pre-615

vious first-principles studies [33]. Additionally, note that616

the results for the Pb forces in PTO [Fig. 8(c)] and the Bi617

forces in BFO [Fig. 8(d)] are quite similar as well. While618

we do not want to overinterpret these observations, they619

are clearly suggestive of the hybrid nature of ferroelec-620

tricity in PTO, as the polar soft mode of this material621

is obviously participated by both the A and B cationic622

sublattices; in contrast, BFO and BTO are textbook ex-623

amples of compounds in which ferroelectricity is driven624

by only one cation sublattice, respectively A and B.625

C. Additional remarks626

1. Volume changes and transitions under doping627

As shown in Fig. 9(a), our simulations yield a uni-628

versal behavior regarding the volume of the doped ma-629

terials: additional electrons cause an expansion, while630

additional holes cause a contraction. Such an effect had631

already been observed in the past, in independent inves-632

tigations of BaTiO3 [10], BiFeO3 [18] and PbTiO3 [19].633

Our present work confirms this behavior and shows that634

it pertains to all the diverse ferroelectrics here consid-635

ered.636

One may wonder whether this volume effect has any637

influence on the survival, or disappearance, of the PD638

upon doping. To check this, in Fig. 1 we compared the639

results obtained for constant volume [panel (a)] and re-640

laxed volume [panel (b)], noting that in the considered641

doping range the volume changes can be up to ±4 %.642

Our results show that FEs conserve their PD irrespec-643

tive of whether we allow the volume to relax or not (with644

the partial exception of n-doped BTO, KNO and BMO).645

This suggests that the effects discussed above, responsi-646

ble for the disappearance (screening) or survival (meta-647

screening) of the PD, are not much affected by even fairly648

substantial volume changes.649
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Naturally, we do find some differences when volume650

relaxation is allowed. For example, it is apparent that651

the contraction associated to p-doping is detrimental to652

the PD of BTO and BMO. This result lends itself to653

a simple interpretation, as it is well-known that a com-654

pression tends to weaken ferroelectricity in conventional655

perovskite oxides like BTO [34, 35].656

As emphasized by other authors [18], the doping-driven657

volume changes operate in essentially the same way as a658

hydrostatic pressure would, and can potentially induce659

structural phase transitions beyond those (polar to non-660

polar) discussed above. As an example, in Fig. 9 we show661

the behavior of PTO under n-doping and under a nega-662

tive pressure [panels (b) and (c), respectively]. In both663

cases, the volume increase causes a transition into a so-664

called super-tetragonal phase with giant c/a aspect ratio665

[36, 37]. The analogy between doping and pressure is fur-666

ther ratified by our studies of BiFeO3 and LaAlO3 (see667

Supplementary Note 2 and Figs. 2–4), and suggests that668

non-trivial structural effects may occur, to some extent669

at least, whenever dopants stay spatially delocalized.670

We can try to rationalize the volume changes in terms671

of the bonding/anti-bonding character of the electronic672

states affected by the doping. As described in the Sup-673

plementary Note 3 and Figs. 5–12, some of our results674

are straightforwardly interpreted (e.g., n-dopants occupy675

anti-bonding states in our insulating oxides, which sug-676

gests a lattice expansion consistent with our calcula-677

tions), and others can be explained by invoking plau-678

sible second-order orbital mixing effects. Yet, we also679

find examples (in particular, for the non-oxidic materials680

V, Cr and KSS) where such bonding arguments clearly681

fail, which questions their general validity. We are thus682

inclined to believe that the obtained volume effects may683

be the consequence of a rather crude steric mechanism684

of sorts (grossly speaking: electrons do occupy space),685

which prevails over the bonding characteristics of the686

(de)populated states.687

We also note that our way of simulating doping is not688

expected to reproduce polarons. Since previous work sug-689

gests that in some cases volume changes are suppressed690

when chemical dopants [10] or self-trapped electrons and691

holes [18] are considered explicitly, the doping-driven vol-692

ume changes just reported should be considered realistic693

insofar as the free charges remain extended. Since local-694

ization is frequent in oxides, our volume changes may be695

considered an upper limit when compared with experi-696

ment, but should apply fairly closely when the injected697

charge is delocalized, as at metal/ferroelectric interfaces698

(where some charge spillage always occurs) and in the699

case of field-effect injection or electrostatic doping.700

2. Hyperferroelectrics701

Hyperferroelectric compounds [38] are soft-mode fer-702

roelectrics whose paraelectric phase displays an unstable703

longitudinal-optical (LO) polar phonon band. To obtain704

such an exotic property – which suggests, e.g., that an hy-705

perferroelectric can form (meta)stable FE domain walls706

that would be formally charged –, it is mandatory to have707

unstable transversal-optical (TO) polar phonons and a708

relatively small LO-TO splitting. The latter is typical of709

materials with large high-frequency dielectric permittiv-710

ity ε∞, i.e., materials with a very efficient electrostatic711

screening. Hence, whenever we have a hyperferroelec-712

tric that displays regular (TO) FE instabilities in spite713

of weak dipole-dipole interactions, that is a good can-714

didate to remain polar when such couplings are totally715

screened (ε∞ diverges upon doping). Conversely, materi-716

als that remain polar upon metallization may in principle717

be good candidates for hyperferroelectricity.718

To investigate this connection, we looked for hyperfer-719

roelectricity in a subset of our considered FE materials,720

by running straightforward phonon and perturbative cal-721

culations that allow us to compute the LO-TO splitting722

(see details in Supplementary Note 4 and Table I). To723

our surprise, we find that only four compounds (LNO,724

LTO227, SNO227 and CTO327) are hyperferroelectric,725

while most of the materials displaying a strong and ro-726
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bust PD upon doping are not. Indeed, in materials like727

PTO and BFO, while the zone-center (TO) polar insta-728

bility of the cubic phase is very strong, the LO-TO split-729

ting is even stronger, yielding a stable LO band. Note730

that the very large LO-TO splitting that is typical of FE731

perovskite oxides can be traced back to the anomalously732

large polarity of the soft modes (which in turn reflects un-733

usually large dynamical charges [39]) and their relatively734

small ε∞.735

III. CONCLUSIONS736

In conclusion, our first-principles study of diverse fer-737

roelectrics shows that their characteristic polar distor-738

tion is generally stable upon charge doping. Remarkably,739

our results reveal a previously unnoticed meta-screening740

effect that is essential to the permanence of the non-741

centrosymmetric phase. This seemingly-universal meta-742

screening mechanism is triggered by the rearrangement743

of mobile electrons and holes associated to the screen-744

ing of dipolar interactions, is essentially independent of745

the sign of the doping charges, and results in short-746

range couplings favoring a polar distortion. Our results747

thus provide unprecedented insight into the behavior of748

metalized ferroelectrics, potential implications ranging749

from the discovery of new polar metals to the design of750

metal/ferroelectric interfaces or charge-injection effects751

in these compounds.752
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Appendix A: Methods773

We use density functional theory (DFT) within the774

generalized gradient approximation (PBEsol functional775

Å

776 [40]) as implemented in the software package VASP 
777 [41, 42]. For all considered compounds, the electronic 
778 wave functions are represented in a basis of plane waves 
779 truncated at 500 eV. Reciprocal space integrals are com-
780 puted using k-point grids that are equivalent to (or 
781 denser than) a 12×12×12 sampling of the Brillouin zone 
782 of an elemental 5-atom perovskite cell. The interaction 
783 between ionic cores and electrons is treated within the 
784 so-called plane augmented wave (PAW) approach [43], 
785 solving explicitly for the following electrons: O’s 2s and 
786 2p; Li’s 2s; K’s 3s, 3p, and 4s; Ba’s 5s, 5p and 6s; Pb’s 6s 
787 and 6p; Ca’s 3p and 4s; Sr’s 4s, 4p, and 5s; Bi’s 6s and 
788 6p; La’s 5s, 5p, 5d, and 6s; Y’s 4s, 4p, 4d and 5s; Al’s 3s 
789 and 3p; Ti’s 3d and 4s; Mn’s 3d and 4s; Fe’s 3d and 4s; 
790 Nb’s 4s, 4p, 4d, and 5s; Sn’s 5s and 5p; Sb’s 5s and 5p; 
791 Cr’s 3d and 4s; and V’s 3d and 4s. For Fe’s 3d electrons 
792 we use the “Hubbard correction” introduced by Dudarev 
793 et al. [44] with Ueff = 4 eV; for Mn’s 3d electrons we use 
794 the correction introduced by Liechtenstein et al. [45] with 
795 U = 4 eV and J = 1 eV. (In the case BiFeO3, we explic-796 

itly verified that our results for the persistence of the PD 797 

upon doping remain essentially the same for Ueff values 798 

between 3 eV and 5 eV.) Structural relaxations are run 799 

until residual forces and stresses fall below 0.005 eV/ 800 and 
0.05 GPa, respectively. These calculations conditions 801 were 
checked to render sufficiently converged results.

We simulate the effect of doping by varying the number802

of electrons in the cell, and adding a neutralizing homo-803

geneous charge background. This approach, the standard804

one employed in most of the previous works on this prob-805

lem [9–11, 18, 19], does not describe the doping species806

explicitly, which greatly simplifies the calculation. Fur-807

ther, we use the smallest cells describing the equilibrium808

structures of the undoped material, namely a 5-atom cell809

for perovskites like BaTiO3 and PbTiO3, a 10-atom cell810

for a material like BiFeO3, etc. Such settings impose811

restrictions on the possible arrangements of added elec-812

trons or holes, such as for example polaron states (we813

note in passing that standard semi-local density func-814

tional methods are a priori not expected to yield stable815

states of that type). We thus expect that our simula-816

tions will tend to exaggerate the the tendency towards817

metallization and the effectiveness of doping in produc-818

ing screening, as well as in modifying the structure. Nev-819

ertheless, as evidenced by the results here reported, these820

idealized conditions are relevant to better understand the821

intrinsic response of FE materials to carrier doping. On822

the other hand, our results are directly relevant to situa-823

tions that are typical of ferroelectric nanostructures, e.g.,824

whenever the ferroelectric material is partly metallized825

near the interface with an electrode, or extra carriers are826

injected by electrostatic doping, etc.827

For the ferrites (BiFeO3 and LaFeO3/YFeO3) and828

manganite (BaMnO3), we use the well-known lowest-829

energy spin arrangement (anti-ferromagnetic with anti-830

parallel nearest-neighboring spins) and the standard831

scalar-magnetism (collinear) approximation. Note that,832

according to previous studies [46, 47], non-collinear mag-833
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netism and spin-orbit interactions are expected to have834

a negligible impact on the FE instabilities of these com-835

pounds; hence, we do not consider them here.836

We use standard analysis tools to study the doping-837

induced effects. In particular, we use the FINDSYM [48]838

and AMPLIMODES [49, 50] codes to determine the space839

group of our doped structures and to calculate the mode-840

resolved distortion amplitudes, respectively. When com-841

puting the distortion amplitudes with AMPLIMODES,842

the undoped high-symmetry phase (Pm3̄m for simple843

perovskites, I4/mmm for layered perovskite Ca3Ti2O7,844

Cmcm for layered perovskites La2Ti2O7 and Sr2Nb2O7,845

and P4/mbm for superlattice LaFeO3/YFeO3) is taken846

as the reference structure. Note that when AM-847

PLIMODES compares a reference CS structure with a848

polar one (doped or undoped), it will in general yield a849

collection of amplitudes corresponding to modes of dif-850

ferent symmetries; from those, we retain the result cor-851

responding to the polar mode (which e.g. corresponds to852

the Γ−4 irreducible representation in the case of simple853

perovskites) to quantify the CS-breaking distortion.854

Finally, we also use the ASE tools [51, 52] and VESTA855

[53] for analysis and visualization of our results, as well856

as the lobster code [54–58] to characterize the bonds and857

electronic structure via a standard COHP (Crystal Or-858

bital Hamilton Population) analysis.859
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